
NATIONALISATION OF RIVERS IN INDIA

Instead of tussling over sharing river waters, the states in need may as well look at adopting innovative water
conservation techniques.

The idea is not new. Of this, for topological and other reasons, only about billion cubic metre of the available
surface water can be utilised for irrigation, industrial, drinking and ground water replenishment purposes. The
hydrology of the rivers are changing and we are ignoring the cultural and ecological significance. It took us 34
years to achieve this; it takes a minimum of 16 years to alter the geography of a place. Who has initiated this
project? In many countries, including China, such projects have been implemented. If it is the latter, then it
would amount to selling away all our rivers to MNCs. If they have lost their kuruvai crop, we have not begun
our sowing either. This mega project involves linking of 37 rivers through 30 links. He then surveyed the dry
wells of that village to understand the nature of the groundwater and how to trap it. Dr Singh suggests that one
of the reasons we are failing in our water conservation efforts is the loss of local wisdom. The estimate of Rs
5. Water is a state subject. The task force, headed by B N Navalawala one of the advisers to the Gujarat chief
minister on water resources development , will try to forge a consensus among states that are not on the same
page over the interlinking plan. I am not being pessimistic, but this project is not going to take off.
Photograph: Sreeram Selvaraj 'The big surprise is that a mega project of such huge dimensions has not come
through a democratic process, but through judicial intervention without going into the details of
socio-economic, financial, ecological and political implications. We have a corporate-driven democratic
government. But our modern education is based on the principles of extraction and exploitation of natural
resources. There is a big problem of desilting and there is no clarity on where the silt be actually dumped. All
states have enormous political interests in preserving water resources of their state boundaries and this interest
gets more strengthened because water is primarily a state subject. He dreamt about an India where the whole
country had adequate water and nobody was thirsty and where agricultural growth and food security were
ensured. This yatra, started on July 31, is led by Dr Singh and comprises a team of water experts,
conservationists, farmers and social activists and will cover more than kilometres. Since then, I am sure the
cost must have gone up several times. But then when you are the favourite child, you tend to get spoilt. All
this is climate change adaptation. Can you really nationalise rivers for which you need drastic amendments in
the Constitution? Whenever people witness a huge flood in an area like, for example, in Uttarakhand or
Kashmir, they start pondering over the river-linking project and talk about the possibility of diverting flood
waters to drought-prone areas. Now the cost would be much more and would at least be Rs10 lakh crore.
Karnataka has always behaved like a child obeying the teacher''s orders where directions by the apex court,
tribunal or CRA are concerned,'''' he said. Jairam Ramesh , a cabinet minister in former UPA government, said
the idea of interlinking India's rivers was a "disaster", putting a question mark on the future of the ambitious
project. Dr Singh wonders why Goa needs to depend on water tankers when the state is blessed with abundant
rainfall annually. I resigned from the job and went to Gopalpura village where there were only women and
children at that time men had migrated to towns and cities for employment. All you have is an incomplete
study that says this is good for the country. The Marathwada region in Maharashtra is the worst drought-hit
state in India today, and belongs to the Godavari basin. We will need 8, sq km land. The expected hydro
power irrigation is 34, MW. There was nothing we could do,'''' he stated. Even though the government is
thinking of intra-state river-linking processesâ€”where a river of a state is connected to another on in the same
stateâ€”the environmental issues relating to these projects are very huge. Now it spans to villagers covering
10, square kilometres. Do you think this project will remain only on paper? It is not magic but science.


